Carboxyl-terminal portions of the alpha chains of fibrinogen and fibrin. Localization by electron microscopy and the effects of isolated alpha C fragments on polymerization.
The locations of the carboxyl-terminal two thirds of the A alpha chains, or the alpha C domains, were determined for fibrinogen and some of its derivatives by electron microscopy of rotary-shadowed preparations. A monoclonal antibody, G8, to the carboxyl-terminal 150 amino acids of the A alpha chain, binds near the central region of fibrinogen, indicating that the alpha C domains of most molecules are not normally visible because they are on or near the amino-terminal disulfide knot. At pH 3.5, fibrinogen and fibrin monomers appear to be similar, with a projection terminating in a small globular domain from each end of most molecules. In contrast, fragment X monomers, produced by cleavage of the alpha C domains from fibrinogen with plasmin, show no such projections. When fibrin monomer is brought to neutral pH under conditions where polymerization is delayed, individual molecules are still visible showing the alpha C domains as a single additional nodule near the central region. Moreover, analysis of clusters of molecules reveals some intermolecular associations via the alpha C domains. A 40-kDa fragment comprising the alpha C domain has been isolated from a plasmin digest of fibrinogen and characterized by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and determination of amino-terminal amino acid sequences. Electron microscopy of alpha C fragments reveals individual globular structures, as well as oligomeric aggregates. The addition of alpha C fragments to fibrin monomer followed by dilution to neutral pH to initiate polymerization results in lower turbidity, longer lag period, and slower maximum rate of turbidity increase. Also, electron microscopy reveals complexes of alpha C fragments with fibrin monomer at neutral pH. It appears that the free alpha C fragments can bind to the alpha C domains of fibrin, competing with the normal alpha C domain interactions involved in polymerization.